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Pre-Colonial History
Based on an estimated 3 000 elephants that may have roamed the Cape Floristic Region in pre-colonial
times, it is assumed that about 1 000 elephants occupied the Outeniqua-Tsitsikamma (southern Cape)
area. Over 300 years ago, the Knysna elephant population formed part of a continuous population that
ranged from the Cape Peninsula to Limpopo (Garden Route National Park: State of knowledge, 2014). To
the nomadic Bushmen, who hunted them with poisoned arrows, elephant meat was a staple food.
Elephant skins were hung over their rudimentary huts as extra protection against the elements (Van der
Merwe, 2002). The Hottentots (Khoi) also hunted down elephants with their spears. They used fire to
drive the elephants into pits with stakes inside where they would be driven into and then killed with
spears (T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018). Then came the early settlers from about the
middle of the eighteenth century. Relentlessly the stream of invading European farmers and hunters
pushed the elephants into their forest retreats. (Van der Merwe, 2002).

1497
In November 1497, the Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama saw herds of elephants in Mossel Bay (The
Baldwin Project, n.d.).

1775
In 1775, the Swedish traveller Andreas Sparrman recorded that elephants were, by being shot at
continually, in a great measure expelled from the ‘Houtniquas’ (the area between the Great Brak River to
the west and Keurbooms River to the east), and have taken refuge on the other side of the Keurbooms
River in the woody and almost entirely unexplored country of the Tsitsikamma. Elephants also withdrew
into other woody parts of the country where they are difficult to find, or to the country beyond the Great
Fish River. For many years the Tsitsikamma forests were one of the last, secret places for a relatively
large number of elephants. Two Hottentots (Khoi) attempted to penetrate the Tsitsikamma forest from the
‘Houtniquas’ side. After ten to twelve exhausting days the men had to turn back, the forests had defeated
them. They perceived a great number of elephants, along with several elephant pathways which extended
from north to south in the forest, from the ocean north to the mountains outside the forest (Sparrman,
1785; Patterson, 2009; P. Caveney, personal communication, 24 January 2018).

1782
In 1782, the French naturalist, Francois le Vaillant, spent nearly six months in ‘Outeniqualand’ (the 200kilometre strip of land between the Outeniqua and Tsitsikamma Mountain ranges and the Indian Ocean)
to catalogue its plants and animals, its fishes and its insects. He shot many game, including elephants, and
added dozens of birds to his collection (Joubert, 2019).

1790
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Despite being intensively hunted, the Knysna elephants had a fearsome reputation. Lodewyk Prins was
thrown from his horse and trampled by a wounded elephant bull in 1790. This incident was but one of
many hunters who died in the quest for ivory and adventure (Van der Merwe, 2002).

1800’s
Journals and letters written between 1820 and 1840 frequently referred to delays between Port Elizabeth
and George arising from herds of elephants blocking the road (Mackay, 1996).
By 1830, ivory-hunters had pursued their calling in the dense bush of the Eastern Province, and to a still
later date in Kaffraria (the southeast part of what is today the Eastern Cape) (Phillips, 1925).
After 1830, there were hardly any elephants living in the Cape Province except for some herds in the
areas of Addo and Knysna (Douglas-Hamilton, 1975).
Between the 1860’s and 1880’s elephants moving between the Outeniqua Mountains and the
Tsitsikamma forest were hunted extensively for their ivory as well as for sport (Patterson, 2009).
In 1860, due to extensive ivory hunting in the forests, the Knysna elephant was officially protected by the
government of the Cape (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
In 1867, the Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Alfred, came to Knysna on a private visit. He and his hunting
party killed two elephants and probably fatally wounded at least two other members of a herd of sixteen which stood in an open hollow between Gouna Forest and Jonkersburg. At one instance during the hunt,
when the elephants refused to emerge from the forest to be shot by royal bullets, a Petrus Stroebel was
employed by the Duke to go in on a horse to entice one of the herd out by making rude noises at it
(Carter, 1971).
In 1868, Captain Christopher Harison, the Conservator of Forests, and road builder Thomas Bain
explored the Tsitsikamma forests. They estimated that at least two hundred elephants inhabited the area
(Patterson, 2009). Harison and Bain also reported that buffalo were plentiful (Phillips, 1925).
Disaster struck ‘Outeniqualand’ early in February 1869. Bush fires had started all over the area during
several weeks of exceptionally hot weather. On the 9th of February a hot Bergwind from the north swept
the fires through the mountains, gorges and lower coastal plateau. From Mossel Bay in the west to
Humansdorp in the east the country was ablaze. One branch of the fire swept down a gorge and raced
through the hills towards Knysna. Then, by a miracle, the wind changed and saved the town from certain
destruction. The fire failed to penetrate the belt of main forests along the upper coastal plateau, for fire
seldom penetrates deep into moist forest (only the margins/edges of the main forests were burned). Small
patches of mountain forests, forests along rivers, forested valleys and dry coastal forest (scrub forest)
were, however, destroyed (Joubert, 2020). The effect of the ‘Great Fire’ on the forest wildlife: The
smaller mammals, such as the bushbuck and bluebuck must have suffered considerably, but the elephants,
with their intelligence, size and strength, would have been able to keep the blaze at a distance, always
provided that they did not panic. The youngest calves would have been in the greatest danger, and it is
possible that they would have formed the bulk of any elephant casualties. They might not have been able
to keep ahead of the fire for its whole ranging distance (Carter, 1971).
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During the late 1860’s the Thesen family decided to emigrate from Norway, escaping from bad economic
conditions, and intended to go to New Zealand. On the 16th November, 1869 the Albatros I (their 117 ton
two-masted schooner) docked in Table Bay, after what must have been a testing 78 day sail. Barely a
week later the schooner left Cape Town, after effecting necessary repairs and restocking provisions, on
the intimidating 12000 mile journey to New Zealand. The family encountered the notorious Cape storms
off the coast of Cape Agulhas and were forced to limp back to Table Bay, the Albatros I having been
severely battered in the storm. The extent of the damage to the Albatros I forced the family to sell their
cargo to finance the required repairs. The local Norwegian Consul suggested that the family cash in on
the dearth of cargo ships servicing the Cape coast. Hans, a young family member, undertook a number of
exploratory trips to various coastal ports, including Knysna, over the ensuing months. Hans persuaded the
more senior family members to accompany him on a trip to Knysna. So impressed were they with the
area that the Thesens abandoned their Antipodean plans and opted to settle in Knysna. The Albatros I
duly docked in Knysna on 8th April, 1870 (Bamboo, 2015).
The Thesen family built up a great timber industry over the years, including considerable diversification
into timber by-products and they still owned very large tracts of indigenous forest, and plantations of
exotics, on the land north of the main road to Plettenberg Bay. Through these lands the Knysna elephants
roamed freely at certain times of the year, but these, and all other wildlife, were strictly protected by the
enlightened policy of the company. This benevolent attitude together with one similar, adopted by their
rivals, G. Parkes Limited, was largely responsible for the continuing existence of the elephants (Carter,
1971).
In 1874, Captain Harison suggested to the Cape government that it was time to protect the surviving
elephants and buffalo. The government turned down the suggestion as frivolous, and the carnage
continued as licenses were issued freely to people who had a gun and would travel (Joubert, 2020).
In November 1876, Harison did a survey and estimated that between 400 and 500 elephants existed in
‘Outeniqualand’ (Patterson, 2009; Van der Merwe, 2002).
According to J.F.V. Phillips (South African botanist), in around 1880 the elephants roamed throughout
the forest region commencing immediately west of George and extending to Witte Els Bosch in the
Humansdorp Division. From references found in early correspondence and information supplied by
reliable old woodcutters, it was clear that a secret ivory trade was flourishing. Tusks were reported to
have been smuggled out of the region in wagon-loads or ship-loads of timber. The bulk appear to have
been sent to the Transvaal. Half-a-crown per tusk was paid to the hunters. For such a small piece of silver
were giants of the forest destroyed (Mackay, 1996).
In 1881, the last two elephants (a young bull and larger older bull) in the Tsitsikamma were shot by
Daniel Barnardo. These two elephants roamed the area between the mountains and the coastal forests of
Tsitsikamma. One day in 1881, after tracking the elephants for hours, Barnardo came across the two bulls
together and he killed the young bull. The large bull, however, managed to escape. Very early one
morning in 1881, the road construction foreman sighted the large bull elephant crossing the road that was
in the process of being established between the Keurbooms River and up to Blouleliesvlei. The foreman
immediately sent a message to Barnardo. Thereafter Barnardo immediately checked his elephant gun,
packed his axe in his leather bag, and went to the place where the elephant had crossed the road. As
Barnardo followed the tracts and signs of the older bull (the last elephant in the Tsitsikamma) he
wondered why it still walked the land where so many of its kind had been killed. Other elephants of this
area had long ago moved away into the mountains, some, it was said, reaching the Sundays River, near
Addo. Others had moved inland and crossed the Keurbooms River up in the mountains. From time to
time, they roamed in the Knysna forests and also those forests near the town of George. But this one bull
remained. Barnardo eventually tracked down this bull and killed it late one afternoon (on the third day) in
a kloof in the shadow of the mountain. After he had killed the elephant the evening before, darkness had
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come quickly and he did not have much time to inspect the body of the bull. The elephant had fallen on
its right side. His tusks, though thick were short, both having snapped more than a decade before.
Barnardo removed the bull’s stubby yellow tusks with his axe. He must have worked fast because by the
early afternoon he was seen with tusks on his shoulders, walking on the new road being made between
Keurbooms and Blouleliebos (Patterson, 2009).
In 1885, a C. F. Osborne had prospected the area on the west side of the Knysna River and had found
alluvial gold – the first struck in the Cape. In May 1886, Millwood was thrown open; gold was
discovered in reef-form in the quartzite-veins above the creeks, and prospecting moved from the rivers up
into the mountains. In 1887 Millwood was officially proclaimed a goldfield. Millwood became a small
town – hotels, a bank, post office and shops sprung up. About four hundred people lived in the town and
another six hundred in the surrounding forests. The impact on the wildlife of the area, especially on the
elephants, can be imagined without difficulty. Whereas previously they had encountered hunting man, the
enemy, all over the forests but in comparatively small numbers, now there was, as it might have seemed
to them, a blitzkrieg emanating from a concentrated area. Ivory in those days was always profitable and
when the much-heralded gold began to fade out, many prospectors must have used their firearms to shoot
meat for the pot and ivory for the bank. No one will ever know how many elephants were killed for profit
or in self-defence, but there is no doubt that the number was considerable. Fortunately, the promised
massive gold-fields never materialised and Millwood became a ghost town almost overnight as
prospectors left for the Witwatersrand (Carter, 1971).
Since 1887, the general belief, also among some scientists, was that the Knysna elephants are among the
biggest elephants in the world. This belief is based purely on anecdote and by erroneous and over-inflated
measurements by the hunters themselves, and passed on via literature. Incidentally, one of these hunters,
whose specimen measurements shrunk after later re-measurements, was Major Pretorius, who was
granted a license to shoot a Knysna elephant in 1920 to prove that they were a subspecies and larger than
normal (Garden Route National Park: State of knowledge, 2014).

1902
In 1902, it was officially admitted that the herd was reduced to less than fifty (Watson, 2002).

1907
The Knysna elephants’ taxonomic status has been a topic of debate since the early 1900s when Lydekker
(1907) classified them as a subspecies named Elephas africanus toxotis, based on comparisons of earshape between Knysna and Addo specimens. After Lydekker’s publication, it was revealed that his
museum specimen, labelled as a Knysna elephant, was in fact an Addo specimen (Garden Route National
Park: State of knowledge, 2014).

1908
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In 1908, elephants were proclaimed as Royal Game. Thus they were protected from being hunted by all
except the British royalty. Fortunately no further Royals passed by (Watson, 2002). However, it is a wellknown fact that you cannot protect a species merely by declaring it to be protected. Because poachers
usually come from the more ignorant classes, and quite often they will simply not have heard of the
decree. Or if they are a bit more educated they will ignore the edict because they think they are clever
enough not to be found out. Or again they may be in the really commanding position of knowing all
about the countryside and its law enforcement officers, to such as degree that they can be sure of dodging
them through being aware of all their habits and movements. In the Knysna forests there were in fact no
officers of any description whose especial care was that of the wild life of the vast area. There were
indeed, the forestry officers themselves, but they were at a distinct disadvantage, if they were ever able to
take time off from the immense plantations in order to attend game. This was because the poachers came
from that class of people which lives in and around the forest and, apart from having a distrust of all
authority on principle, formed a close-knit social group which would combine against the intrusive
enquires of an outsider. Also the principle of “live and let live” is bound to carry a lot of weight when one
man in lonely authority has to deal with a group of unscrupulous forest workers, who have lived all their
lives in the district, and are probably all related by blood ties. All this means that, although the Knysna
elephants were declared Royal Game, there was nobody who made sure that they stayed alive to be Royal
Game or its successive equivalent (Carter, 1971).

1914-1919
There were just thirteen known animals when war broke out in 1914. The herd bounced back to about
seventeen during the war (Watson, 2002).

1920s
In 1920, Major Pretorius sought and was given permission to kill one Knysna elephant to supposedly
investigate whether they were of the same species or a sub-species of the Addo elephant. Five animals
died during this bungled hunt, later called 'the Pretorius massacre' – see Appendix ‘A’. A total of two
bulls, two calves, and at least one cow were killed. Five killed out of a herd of seven, from a population
of no more than seventeen animals. Making Pretorius the butcher who tore the heart out of the last two
remaining Cape elephant herds - In 1919, he shot and killed about one hundred and twenty elephants in
the Addo, with only between eleven and sixteen animals remaining (Watson, 2002). For the following
years, the elephants almost completely avoided the Millwood portion of the Knysna forests because of the
massacre that took place there (Patterson, 2009). In 1969, two old bull elephants re-visited Millwood for
the first time in 10 years (Carter, 1971).
In an article in the South African Journal of Science for November 1925, J.F.V. Phillips of the Forest
Research Station, Diepwalle, gave the following information based on records collected by him and on
his own personal observations while investigating the ecological and silvicultural problems of the Knysna
forests:


By the year 1925, it was believed that only twelve elephants remained and they confined
themselves mainly to relatively small areas of forest and fynbos in the Diepwalle, Gouna and
Buffelsnek Forest Reserves, 10 to 20 miles from Knysna village. The group consisted out of four
bulls (one of which is a vast, beautifully-built animal and is the leader of the group: the others are
semi-adult and are several feet lower than the great bull), four large cows, two calves (one of
about three years, the other about half that age), and two large old rogue bulls (they only return to
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the group from time to time). One calf, aged approximately one year, died some months ago
(Phillips, 1925).
The elephants avoid, for very considerable periods, localities where they have been molested or
where their fellow-creatures have been killed or have died (Phillips, 1925).
The animals have become markedly conservative as to the particular portions of forest visited,
extremely rarely visiting others than those of the Gouna, Lelievlei, Van Huyssteensbosch (Van
Huyssteenbos), Vlei Bosch (Langvleibos) and the Komme (Kom se Bos). The last-named is the
most secluded of the localities, and forms the headquarters for at least six months of the year.
They favour well-defined paths when moving from one area to another. These paths are usually
along ridges and always cross valleys and river-beds by the easiest route (this skill of the
elephants has been invaluable to foresters who have frequently followed elephant paths when
making tracks and roads. The road through the Bloukrans Pass followed an elephant track).
The elephant acts to some extent as an agent for seed dispersal. However, this is entirely
accidental. The fruiting branch of Virgilia oroboides for example, with its dry pods and small hard
seeds, has no more attraction for the elephants than a non-fruiting branch (Phillips, 1925).
An interesting association is that of the wild pig (Potamochoerus choeropotamus) with the
elephant. It has been observed repeatedly that herds of wild pig are to be found in close proximity
to the elephant herd, or, indeed, the herds may be mingled. The reason for this is based entirely on
food relations. The elephant, in the course of their searches for food and in their mischievous
gambols, disturb the soil, exposing roots, rhizomes, seeds and insects, all representing tempting
food for the pigs. The faeces of the greater animal are an additional attraction to the forest
scavengers. Occasionally baboon troops have been observed in association with elephant and pig.
This probably can be explained on the same grounds as the association of the elephant with the
pig (Phillips, 1925).
Regarding breeding, Mr. Phillips wrote that “as several calves have either died or been killed
within the last three years and, as there are at present two comparatively young animals in the
herd, breeding would seem to be progressing normally. The calves killed have been victims of the
roughness and clumsiness of the adults, which have either pushed or pulled trees or branches upon
their offspring by accident.” (Phillips, 1925)

1950s
During the middle 1950s there were about ten Knysna elephants remaining. The herd included an adult
bull with a broken left tusk known as Aftand, an adult cow who lost calves in 1937 and 1942, a young
bull with hairy ears and a naked tail who was very quiet, another adult bull with a broken tusk, just like
Aftand, and also very suspicious of people. He was known as Booytjie. There was also a cow nobody
could see clearly, she stayed with her calf in the deepest forest. She was known as Spook, and her calf as
Spooktjie (Spokie). There was another young couple (bull and cow) with a calf that kept to the old forest
at Lelievlei, and tracks of another big bull was seen with feet so big they must have been more than five
feet around (Watson, 2002).

1963-1977
In 1963, Korneels Jantjies, a woodcutter, was the last human killed by one of the Knysna elephants, he
was killed on Veldman’s Pad (Carter, 1971).
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The Eastern Province Branch of the then named Wild Life Protection and Conservation Society of South
Africa (now known as the Wildlife and Environmental Society of Southern Africa – WESSA) was
interested in conducting a survey of the Knysna elephants as their number, ages and sexes were unknown.
Between the 8th and 18th January 1968 (eleven days) three members of the Society conducted a rapid,
exploratory “survey” in “an attempt to establish some facts about the Knysna herd beyond the knowledge
of its mere existence” (Knysna Elephant Symposium, 1968). In their summary of results they commented
that: “In all, six elephants are believed to have been seen, and a seventh one, a well known bull with a
broken left tusk, is known to exist”. The composition of these six elephants was believed to be one group
of three (consisting of a prime adult bull, a prime adult cow and a well grown young elephant of at least
ten years), another group of two (consisting of a small cow and a half grown elephant), and one lone adult
bull with a broken right tusk (Knysna Elephant Symposium, 1968).

On 1 March 1968, The Wild Life Protection and Conservation Society met to discuss the status and fate
of the Knysna elephant at a Knysna Elephant Symposium. This was the first time a serious look was
given to the conservation of the elephants. It was unanimously agreed that before any Conservation plan
could be discussed, more information was required on the subject, and a long term survey should be
conducted under the leadership of a person experienced with elephants (Carter, 1970; D. Reynell,
personal communication, 18 January 2018; T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018).

A month or two later, Major Bruce Kinloch, former Chief Game Warden of Uganda and Tanganyika, did
a quick ten-day survey on behalf of the Department of Nature Conservation. He was surprised that the
population of elephants in Knysna had not changed in fifty years of “strict legal protection” and thought
that there might be ten animals (D. Reynell, personal communication, 19 January 2018; Watson, 2002).

In 1968, a young calf (bull) of under six months had been found dead on the east-west track between
Groot Eiland and Klein Eiland, in the Harkerville Forest. It had been crushed between two logs. One tree
having been pulled down in the search for food had caught the youngster and broken its back – see
Appendix ‘I’. Young elephant calves are delicate creatures and about a third of them never reach their
first birthday, but the manner of this little bull’s death was probably unusual for the Knysna group. This
death explained the consistent small numbers of the group: the bulls were jealous of the calves and were
assassinating them. There had been signs of panic-stricken activity after the accident: trampled footmarks
all over the place and tusk marks on the tree trunk that held down the little body. Perhaps the mother and
aunt actually lifted the massive bole, but when the baby failed to respond and crawl away, let it drop
again. One thing was certain: it was nearly eighteen months before any elephants again visited that fatal
area with its traumatic memories of death and separation (Carter, 1971).

By the end of 1968 it was decided that the only way to get to the bottom of the matter was to finance a
full-blown, year-long survey of the Knysna elephants (D. Reynell, personal communication, 18 January
2018). In late January 1969, the local Wildlife Protection and Conservation Society commissioned
professional game warden, Nick Carter, who had worked in both Kenya and the Kruger National Park, to
make a far more thorough study. Two local trackers (Aapie Stroebel and his son, Anthony), who worked
for Messrs Thesen Limited, were added to the survey team. The terms of reference were:
 To ascertain numbers and composition of the herd
 To observe feeding habits and migrations
 If possible, to find the reason for low breeding rate or lack of fertility
 To establish whether the animals are a subspecies or variant of the African elephant (Loxodonta
africana)
 To make recommendations for future conservation.
The survey would last from February 1969 to January 1970 (Carter, 1970, Mackay, 1996).
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The following main points were established during Carter’s survey:
 There were at least ten elephants in the forest and probably no more. They comprised:
o Male (Adam/ Aftand) - aged over 45. An even-tempered animal with remarkable traffic sense
and completely blasé of human sounds and activity. The most photogenic of the group and has
the largest tusks (left 60 pounds, right 70 pounds, approx.), with the left tusk broken. This bull is
a loner and is never seen with other elephants. He roams the areas’ of Brackenhill, Garden of
Eden and Die Poort (parallel along the National Road), and sometimes cross and re-cross the
National Road, but mostly at night, and invisibly.
o Female (Blackberry) - aged around 10, usually accompanied by a young bull and a cow who
may be her mother.
o Female (Elderberry) - aged approx. 20, seen frequently with a large bull, possibly pregnant,
dangerous and aggressive. Could have been the mother of the calf which died in 1968.
o Female (fully adult) - believed to be the mother or aunt of Blackberry. Only glimpsed once or
twice.
o Male (young adult/ fully adult, known as Champion) - aged over 25, and the largest of the group.
Standing 11’3” at the shoulder with two tusks estimated at between 50 and 60 pounds each side.
Frequently seen in the company of Elderberry.
o Male (Jasper/ Booytjie) – aged 40 or more, a quiet but suspicious animal with hairy and tattered
ears, and an almost hairless tail. Right tusk has had point broken off at some time. Never seem to
wander far from Hairy Ears.
o Male (Hairy Ears) - aged around 50, a quiet animal with hairy and tattered ears, hairless tail and
a broken right tusk. Never seem to wander far from Jasper/ Booytjie.
o Calf (unknown sex, known as Youngberry) - aged under five, kept in the depths of the forest by
its mother as a rule. Spotted once by the Survey Team and on other occasions by reliable
independent witnesses, in the indigenous forest above Brackenhill. Spoor measured in
Harkerville on the Klein Eiland track.
o Female (fully adult) - the mother of Youngberry, and keeps to the loneliest of forest with her
calf, aggressive and has been known to charge.
o Male (young adult) - usually moves around with Blackberry. Only seen clearly twice in
Harkerville.
o Calf (unknown sex) - Born just after the survey, in March 1970 – for more information see
Appendix ‘J’.
 The population is spread across several small groups and several of the older bulls are loners. The
elephants move about the forest, the younger animals moving furthest and most often, sometimes
travelling ten miles at a time. Several members of the population frequently cross the National
Road at the Garden of Eden (except for Aftand who seem to cross the road anywhere between
Brackenhill and Die Poort) and spend time in the coastal forests of Harkerville – especially during
the winter months. Certain members of the population spend most (all) of their time in Harkerville
whilst others just visit periodically. Three elephants, known as the “Blackberry Group”, frequently
raid the vegetable gardens and fruit trees on the eastern boundary of Harkerville in the area of
Koffiehoek at night (they never left Harkerville during the survey). During every winter season
some elephants come down from the north to gather in Brackenhill, in Thesen's plantations, for
mysterious elephant ceremonies and meetings (Carter, 1971).
 The elephants appear to feed on most species of plants found in the forests, ranging from grass and
fern roots to trees. They do not feed on gums, pines or yellowwoods. The forest provides a rich diet
for them. The Knysna elephants seldom use the tusks for pushing over trees. They loosen strips of
bark with them, which are then torn off by the trunk, but in the main they use them for digging.
They are great excavators. The digging is done to search for roots and tubers, of which they seem to
be fond of, but for all this their tusks are no bigger on average than any of the Kruger Park or
Kenya elephants who do not dig so often (Carter, 1971).
 There is no discernible evidence of low fertility in the group. Their breeding rate appears normal for
a small group. Their numbers have not increased (remained static for 50 years) as they appear to
have been killed by illegal shooting. There is quite satisfactory evidence of the shooting of at least
three elephants in the past 30 years. One, a cow, had been shot near Diepwalle and had made its
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way to Fisantehoek (then known as Kaffirskop), before it died in a valley below the Forestry substation. The remains of another were lying on the edge of the forest near a place known as Dirk se
Eiland (the bones of these were never found). The bones of a half grown animal shot just after the
war (1946) was found in the middle of the Gouna Forest at the top of a hill. Carter (1971)
mentioned two methods by which the Knysna elephants could have been poached/killed: “There
would be no large scale killing, not even anything like that last legal shoot of Pretorius, but I
reckoned that every so often, probably at a week-end, poachers would come into the forests,
literally from every direction. They would arrive to shoot bushbuck or birds, perhaps, and once in a
while this fraternity would meet an elephant, by luck or judgement, and would let rip with their
light rifles from a safe distance. One bullet in the belly, and the animal would make off to die
unseen, or if it was found by the shooters, would be stripped of its tusks and left to rot in its hiding
place, unknown to anyone else. The other method of poaching would be performed by small
holders who would shoot at night, and at random, towards those noises on the edge of the forest
which threatened their gardens – also known as pot shots. And the results would be the same”.
Protection is not afforded by declaring them protected unless there is an appointed official to
enforce this (Carter, 1971).
The Knysna elephants are apparently the African elephant (Loxodonta africana) and do not
represent a subspecies or variant. However, their habits appear to have become modified for
existence in the forests. They are large elephants and the most southerly group of elephants in the
world (Carter, 1971).
They could see remarkably well. It would seem that one must stalk them in the same manner as one
stalked antelope, using all available cover (Carter, 1971).
To provide maximum protection they must be enclosed in a special reserve in the Harkerville area
of the Knysna forests. The most urgent requirement is the appointment of a resident Game Warden
with assistants. Secondly, small private properties that adjoin the forests to the east should be
protected by an elephant resistant fence approximately five miles long. Finally, the Harkerville
forest should be totally enclosed to form a special reserve approximately 5000 morgen in extent.
The sea and steep gorges form a natural barrier on the southern and eastern sides. The length of the
elephant proof fencing required is between 9 and 9½ miles depending on the exact line of the fence
(Carter, 1971).
In recent years the elephants have been threatened on the grounds of their danger to human life and
damage to private property. However, damage to private property by the elephants has been slight
and they have become used to the proximity of people and normally just move off quietly into the
forest when approached (Carter, 1970; Carter, 1971).

The survey was scheduled to end with a symposium, again under the aegis of the Wildlife Society, and
many learned bodies were to be invited to discuss the report and its possible implementation. However,
before this well-advertised symposium could take place another meeting occurred. At this meeting (in
October 1970) Carter's report was “discussed”. This meeting, according to Carter, was not a discussion
but turned out to be the opportunity for a tedious monologue by a representative of the Forestry
Department. The representative, a gentleman, was concerned with the indigenous forests in the Knysna
area, and stated that the forests were capable of supporting only this handful of elephants, which was why
their numbers remained low. Some curious statistics were produced that purported to prove this by
comparison with work done in East Africa by other scientists on another project. This led to some sort of
resolution being passed which was hostile to Carter’s report and recommended that the status quo should
be maintained (African Wildlife, 1974).
Armed with this at the ensuing Wildlife Society Symposium (in November 1970) the Forestry
Department added fair promises of increased protection for the Knysna elephants. Thus the old status quo
was safely maintained, and Carter’s report and recommendations were ignored.
All was quiet until a mature bull was secretly shot by senior officials near the national road east of
Knysna in April 1971 (African Wildlife, 1974; Landmark Foundation, 2015).
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On 4 April 1971, Aftand (45-50 years of age) was shot and killed in secret by employees of the Forestry
Department. Aftand was a wild roaming animal and legally not the Department’s responsibility if it
ventured outside state forest land. The elephants did not regard boundaries and moved in and out of the
state forest, occasionally raiding smallholdings with fruit trees and vegetable gardens. However, the
owners of the smallholdings, where the damage was done, held the Department responsible as they were
regarded as forest animals, which they were not, but over time were driven into the forest by the people
who populated the area around the forests. On the one hand there was the public who pestered the
Department to get rid of the pest (Aftand was a rogue elephant, a lone bull), on the other there was the
conservationist public with the Wildlife Society at the forefront, wanting to get the Department to take
responsibility over the conservation of the elephants. After all attempts to scare the animal away with fire
crackers failed, the easiest way out of the predicament therefore was to secretly kill the animal. The
District Forest Officer for Indigenous Forests gave his permission to an official to shoot the elephant. (T.
Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018). The official who shot Aftand was an adventurous
young forestry professional who found the opportunity irresistible. In this hunt he was accompanied by
two of his colleagues. After they shot it (in the forest at Kruisfontein), they covered the carcass with
branches to conceal it. Thereafter they cut off the trunk, one ear, one foot and both tusks. About a day or
two later, the carcass was discovered by a forest worker form a forest village nearby and reported to his
superiors. The Department announced, in a press release, news of “the sad death of one of the world’s
most southerly herd of elephants”. They blamed poachers for the elephant’s death. However, too many
people in the small forest community knew what was really going on. A police investigation was called
for. During the investigation the officials who buried the tusks at Saasveld unearthed them and handed
them to the police. The reason why they had been buried was to maybe hide them, but also to get them
clean, for it is known that microbes in the soil get rid of all the impurities. There was no motive to steal
the tusks (this was tried by the court and they were found not guilty). The two accused officials, the one
who made the decision to secretly shoot and the other who actually shot the elephant, appeared in the
George magistrate’s court, where they conducted their own defence. There having been no evidence that
the officials had any male fide intentions to hunt or steal forest produce, they were acquitted, i.e. found
not guilty (T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018; Watson, 2002).
The death of Aftand, according to the late Lyall Watson (botanist, zoologist, biologist, anthropologist,
ethologist, and author), brought about a change for the Knysna elephants. Since the Pretorius massacre in
1920, the elephants never gathered together anymore, nobody had seen a herd since. But the nine or ten
elephants within the Knysna forest were still in touch, just keeping their distance in order to avoid
attracting too much attention. They were still a herd in some way, and it was as if Aftand had been a
pivotal presence, secreting some sort of substance, the smell of which held the group together (Watson,
2002). However, Dave Reynell, retired forest scientist at DAFF Scientific services, states that he never
knew the Knysna elephants as a “herd”. As Carter and many others noted, they were spread across
several small groups. Several of the older bulls were “loners”. Reynell doubts whether the Pretorius
Millwood massacre of the 1920’s had any effect on the herding (or lack thereof) instincts of the Knysna
elephants (D. Reynell, personal communication, 18 January 2018).
According to Van der Vyver (2014), during the 1960’s and 70’s the Knysna elephants were ranging the
Gouna and Diepwalle areas and crossing the National Road regularly to Harkerville, the last remaining
coastal area accessible to them. Since 1977, the Knysna elephants stopped crossing the National Road
and became completely absent from the Harkerville forest (D. Reynell, personal communication, 18
January 2018; Patterson, 2009). Reasons for this include: 1) several of the animals had died of old age 2)
continuous harassment by land-owners bordering the forest who often took “pot-shots” at the elephants
with old .303s when they (the elephants) raided their fruit trees and vegetable gardens at night 3) trauma
that occurred in that area which kept the elephants away 4) a drastic increase in traffic. It became unsafe
even at night to cross the N2.
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1980-1989
By the early 1980's the Forestry Department noticed fewer and fewer signs of elephant on their daily
rounds. It was decided to scour all the reserves in the hope of locating a number of elephants. In
1980, two surveys, six months apart, which involved 20 teams of 10 forestry personnel searching the
elephant’s known habitat, concluded that there is only one adult cow and calf remaining. In March
1981, Coert Geldenhuys and Julius Koen, together with two trackers, followed the tracks of the cow and
calf from Diepwalle towards Buffelsnek. At the end of the first day (on 16 March), they saw the cow with
an old bull in the area of Peerbos (between Buffelsnek and Diepwalle), but there was no sign of the calf.
The next day, they went back to the point they left the search the previous day (the Uniondale-Knysna
road) and again found the tracks of the cow and calf and heard them on a southern slope with a dense
stand of tall tree ferns. They were chased by the cow and left the scene. About two years later (1983),
fern harvesters found the skeleton of an old cow that died of natural causes shortly before, to the south of
the road (close to the road) that stretches west from the Diepwalle timber depot, past the Big Tree. The
skeleton showed no signs of shot wounds, with the tusks still with the skeleton. All this means that from
1980-1982 there were probably four elephants - one old bull, one old cow, one adult cow and one calf –
when two thorough surveys showed the presence of only the adult cow and calf (C. Geldenhuys,
personal communication, 4 February 2016; T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018).
In 1981, The Endangered Wildlife Trust and the Argus Newspaper Group were responsible for
engineering the creation of the Elephant Working Group that was made up of 10 eminent people in
relevant conservation bodies. The group met twice, at Knysna, in February and April 1981. Two main
factors emerged in considering reasons for the decline in numbers: Harassment (being shot at by private
landowners and poaching) and Restricted Habitat (the concept of the negative effect on health by being
more limited to a variety of food than in earlier days). The Elephant Working Group considered various
options for the future management of the elephants and after much consideration agreed that (1) the
Knysna elephants are not a distinct sub-species (2) the Knysna forest is of prime importance for
conservation (3) the elephants should be conserved as part of the whole Knysna forest and fynbos
ecosystem and (4) that in order to increase the viability of the elephant herd the following steps should be
taken: (a) suitable licks be put out since certain essential elements are lacking in the forest vegetation (b)
sex of the calf to be determined (c) if the calf is a male that three Addo female calves be introduced (d)
that certain private properties that are a threat be acquired by the State (e) a regular elephant monitoring
programme and (f) to consolidate the existing forestry lands in the Knysna region to form one single large
conservation area. However, the recommendation to introduce three young Addo elephants was turned
down by the Department of Environmental Affairs in a press release issued in February 1982. On receipt
of this depressing news, the local Wildlife Society organised a petition to test the feelings of local people
and visitors on the question of saving the elephants. Over 4000 signatures were acquired indicating the
strong local feeling that the Knysna elephants should survive. The petition was presented to the Minister
of Parliament for the area but the hope was in vain when the Director General of Environmental Affairs
sent a copy of an 8-page report emphasising the difficulties which could be encountered and reasons why
other elephants should not be introduced. The report particularly emphasises the damage that would be
caused to the forest if a section were fenced off as an elephant reserve even though only partial fencing
was recommended by the Elephant Working Group. The report also went into detail regarding the
problems that might arise and lists various reasons why additional elephants should not be introduced into
the forest. The Wildlife Society believed that the outright prevention of acceptance of the Elephant
Working Groups’ thorough recommendations was based on fear that the State would be held responsible
for the damage to private property which might be caused by introduced elephants. With wild indigenous
animals occurring in a natural habitat (e.g. the present elephants in the Knysna forest) there is no legal
obligation to prevent damage. Where the Department creates a potentially dangerous situation by
translocating elephants from their natural habitat to a new area, the Department would be held responsible
for compensation. The report concluded by indicating that the Knysna and Tsitsikamma forest areas be
protected and managed by the Department for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations (Landmark
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Foundation, 2015). In 1981, the local Wildlife Society offered a small reward for any evidence leading to
the discovery of elephants, other than the three (or four) already known to exist, or the bones of dead
animals. There were no takers (Watson, 2002). The Elephant Working Group was officially disbanded in
March 1982 (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
In 1982, Buck Reid, a forestry official at Gouna, reported encountering a mature elephant and a young
animal (probably a cow and calf pair) which ran alongside his bakkie in the plantation. It is quite possible
that this same pair was seen 5 years later (T. Stehle, personal communication, 31 January 2018).
The official monitoring of the Knysna elephants was initiated between 1983 and 1987. Over the next
thirty years the data revealed a gradual shift of the herd’s range. Their range began to shift westwards and
more into the mountain catchment areas, further away from the highway and coastal towns (T. Stehle,
personal communication, 21 January 2018; Van der Vyver, 2014).
In the winter of 1983, fern harvesters stumbled upon a virtually complete skeleton of an old elephant bull
among a patch of ferns in the Harkerville Forest south of the N2, not far from Garden of Eden – see
Appendix ‘O’. The skull had old bullet wounds, but it was assumed it had died from old age from the
condition of its molars (it was badly worn). According to Dave Reynell this bull probably died between
two to three years before it was found. This skeleton was restored and mounted by a taxidermist and
stood in front of the Knysna Tourism Bureau for quite a number of years, after which it resorted back to
the Department and eventually to SANParks. It is now in the Forest Legends Museum at Diepwalle – see
Appendix ‘P’. According to Reynell, he was able to link this skeleton to Carter’s reference of the largest
bull he saw during his year-long survey – Champion (D. Reynell, personal communication, 18 January
2018 and 15 February 2018; T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018).

In 1986, hope was rekindled when local author Dalene Matthee published a book, "Circles in a forest"
which became a best-seller both locally and internationally and prescribed as a set book for school which
created understanding and appreciation of the forest and its elephants. In addition the television
programme 50/50 screened a programme on the elephants which re-interested the public. This allowed
the local Wildlife Society to mobilise its members and the public into action. All this public interest and
continued pressure by the local Wildlife Society finally resulted in the Minister of Environmental Affairs
in 1987 announcing in Parliament that he would agree to the introduction of young elephants should it
prove feasible and realistic (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
In March 1987, a group of hikers stumbled on two elephants- a mature cow and her teenage companion
(many people speculate that it was a young bull), presumably the same mother and child seen in 1980 and
1982 – see Appendix ‘Q’ (Mackay, 1996).
Research done by Koen (1984) regarding the feeding (diet) of the Knysna elephants, and Koen et al.
(1988) regarding the macro nutrients in plants available to the Knysna, Addo and Kruger elephants,
concluded that:




The main items in the elephant’s diet are: ferns, trees – principally Acacia melanoxylon (alien
blackwood from Australia), Rapanea melanophloeos (Cape beech), and Pterocelastrus
tricuspidatus (candlewood) and a variety of fynbos plants. The fynbos grasses are nutritionally
inferior to the grasslands of the woodland/savanna ecosystem where grass can at times form 80 or
even 90% of the elephant’s diet, especially after rains when the grass is green and sweet and has
a high protein content.
In the Knysna forest area, browse (leaves) is nutritionally better than grass but not all the plants
are available to the elephants. Because of high levels of ‘secondary compounds’ in certain leaves,
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such species cannot be digested properly. These chemical compounds react with the digestive
juices and render them inactive. In other words, the elephant suffers from indigestion.
There appeared to be a phosphorus deficiency in the forest and an excess of calcium. The
historical southern Cape elephant population’s range was confined to the forest parts around
Knysna as a result of human settlement and agricultural development, and because of this the
elephants were eating foods with lower levels of phosphorus than in other areas where elephants
exist. A lack of phosphorus could be a factor in the apparent lack of reproduction as well as a
lower calf survival rate, while an excess of calcium makes matters worse by inhibiting the intake
of phosphorus.
Analysis of the plants favoured by the Knysna elephants showed them to be less nutritious than
the food plants of the Addo elephants.

The introduction of young elephants was turned down in November 1988 after further investigations
revealed that the operation would be disproportionately costly. The Minister released a statement
indicating that due to the changing and inadequate habitat it would be unwise to enlarge the elephant
population in the area (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
In January 1989, the Forestry Department announced that a new calf had been born (Mackay, 1996).
In 1989, the skeleton of a cow (see Appendix ‘R’) was found in indigenous state forest just east of Geo
Parkes’ property Oudebrand, which is reached by the road passing by the Big Tree westwards into
Parkes’ property, which had been a regular haunt of the elephants. This elephant was dated by carbon
dating of its remains (there were still remains of its skin) to have died in about 1986 (T. Stehle, personal
communication, 21 January 2018).

1990-1994
In 1990, Alson Jansen, forest guard at Diepwalle, reported he saw a cow (many speculate that it could
have been a young bull) and a year-old young calf close to the Uniondale road between Big Tree and
Ysterhoutrug picnic site (T. Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018; Watson, 2002).
The decline in elephant numbers caused increasing public concern. There was growing support for the
idea of introducing elephants from elsewhere to establish a viable breeding population. This resulted in
the Publicity Association of Knysna, the Wildlife Society and the Department of Forestry asking the
Rhino and Elephant Foundation to become involved. The Rhino and elephant Foundation held a meeting
with the Minister in August 1990 in which it was asked that the Minister’s decision not to reintroduce
elephants be reconsidered in light of recent changes (1) international criticism (2) cheaper electrified
elephant-proof fencing (3) birth of another Knysna elephant calf. The Minister instructed that a
committee investigate the issue in view of recent developments. On 8 November 1990 the committee
found that (1) the Knysna forests are not an ideal habitat (2) damage caused by introduced elephants
would be the responsibility of the Forestry Department (3) major private landowners were against the
project and would claim damages (4) fencing of a reserve will be viewed in a negative light and be too
costly (5) elephant reintroduction would receive a positive international reaction and (6) the people of
Knysna are in favour of the project going ahead. The committee concluded that the best solution would
be to introduce a limited number of elephants providing the cost of claims against the Department be
recovered by the Department of Environmental Affairs or that the elephants are insured (Landmark
Foundation, 2015).
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Dr. Armin Seydack’s Ph.D dissertation (completed in December 1990) on the bushpig populations of the
southern Cape forests and those of the Eastern Cape, which is equally applicable to the Knysna elephant,
reveals that the low-nutrient environment, and especially the imbalance between protein and
carbohydrates in the forest nutrition, has had the physiological effects that the elephants’ metabolism was
cued for a long life and large body and tusks, but not for reproduction. In the Addo, with high nutrient
status, it is just the other way round, strong reproductivity, high population turn-over, smaller body and
tusks and shorter life spans (D. Reynell, personal communication, 19 January 2018; Seydack, 1990; T.
Stehle, personal communication, 21 January 2018).
In April 1991, Gert Kotze, then Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry, announced the approval of the
project as long as claims by private landowners was covered by insurance by an organisation other than
Environmental Affairs. The Rhino and Elephant Foundation took over this responsibility and, after 2
years of securing indemnity, the Minister of Environment and Water Affairs announced on 26 April 1994
that the project could finally go ahead and that two elephants donated by the Kruger National Park would
be introduced into the Knysna Forest. The Mazda Wildlife Fund undertook to pay for the transport of the
elephants (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
Determining the sex of the elephants to be imported was the next challenge as the last proper survey was
in 1980, and the last time two elephants were seen together was in early 1990, presumably a calf and
young bull association. However, Theo Stehle states that he doubts this young bull and calf association,
but has no evidence. Fact is that a cow had always featured during these years, and could be the same
cow that has repeatedly been sighted and photographed over the following twenty years (T. Stehle,
personal communication, 22 January 2018). The young bull would be the key to the success of the
experiment, and the sex for the newcomers was decided on both being female that would be rescued from
the Kruger winter cull. Marion Garai, a zoologist appointed to coordinate the transfer recommended that,
as elephants were highly social, that three be introduced and the Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry
unhesitatingly gave his consent. On 15 July 1994, three young female elephants were released into a
boma at Diepwalle after more than 13 years of debate, discussion and research. The period after the
arrival of the young elephants brought some severe weather and the bitter cold caused misery to the
young cows (Discover Sedgefield South Africa, n.d; Landmark Foundation, 2015).

On the 20th of September 1994 the three Kruger elephants were set free into the surrounding forest.
As late as October 1994, an enquiry was directed at the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry as to
the number of Knysna elephants, which caused doubts to arise in the Department as to the true state of the
current population. The Department mounted an intensive elephant search by forest workers walking two
hundred yards apart through the entire core area of the usual home range. This produced the alarming
conclusion that there was only one elephant left- a mature cow known as the ‘Matriarch’, aged about
fifty-four. The 1994 survey was the most thorough one could have conducted in the State forest, but it
excluded important parts of the elephants’ home range in the Parkes’ forest adjoining, e.g. Oudebrand.
Theo Stehle has a strong feeling based on the many sightings by the two Diepwalle expert trackers, that
there was at least another animal beside the ‘Matriarch’, which was very elusive (could have been the calf
born in 1970). It could have been in the Parkes forest during the survey (T. Stehle, personal
communication, 22 January 2018).
With only one elephant found during the survey, the Department thus stated that the Knysna elephant
population was 'functionally' extinct (Landmark Foundation, 2015; News24, 2002; Watson, 2002). Once
again there was this bewildering vanishing of elephants which meant that no breeding could occur as
planned (Landmark Foundation, 2015). The three young elephants joined up with the ‘Matriarch’ only for
two limited periods: 8 October-25 November 1994 and 21-28 June 1995. The smallest of the three died
on 12 October 1994 due to stress-related pneumonia (Seydack et al, 2000). They foraged in the fynbos
island Petrus Brand on fynbos and black wattle for a while, and due to no boundary fence, they walked
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out of the state forest east onto farmlands which they returned to repeatedly. Fortunately farmers in the
area were tolerant of the young elephants. Some uncaring people harassed the youngsters causing them to
wander far from their known territory northwards into the mountains east of De Vlugt. Interestingly
during their extensive wanderings on the pasture lands east of Diepwalle the young elephants rarely
damaged fences until 1996 when damage to a fence was reported which was enough to scare insurance
companies who indicated that if not addressed claims would not be accommodated (Landmark
Foundation, 2015; T. Stehle, personal communication, 22 January 2018; Van der Merwe, 2002).

1995
In October 1995, the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry issued an overview of the elephant
relocation project and indicated that they were satisfied with the reintroduction project up until December
1994 (it was at this point that the dismal news was uncovered that only one remaining indigenous
elephant survived). The overview presented various options for consideration at a meeting held on 5
October 1995 by Cape Nature Conservation, Rhino and Elephant Foundation, the Wildlife Society, du
Toit Game services, and other interested parties. Option 1 was to bring in some more elephants with a
view to establish a viable population which the Elephant Working Group had recommended with
continual top-ups of the population. The viability of this option had now weakened as a result of (a)
further confirmations of the habitat problem (b) loss of the Knysna elephant gene pool (c) only one
remaining Knysna elephant and (d) that the long term prospects of success had diminished. Option 2
aimed at introducing some more young elephants and replenishing these with elephants to replace the
ones that died, in the knowledge that the project would never be ecologically viable. Forestry would be
prepared to continue with this option if fully funded by those supporting it (i.e. the people of Knysna).
Option 3 was to maintain the status quo and option 4 supported the removal of the relocated elephants
either immediately or when problems arose. Forestry decided to support options 3 and 4 (Landmark
Foundation, 2015).

1996-1999
Essop et al. (1996) genetically analysed the Kruger and Addo elephant populations and by extrapolating
the Addo results to the Knysna population, concluded that the Knysna and Kruger elephants are of the
same species, Loxodonta africana (Garden Route National Park: State of knowledge, 2014).
The two introduced elephants left the mountain area east of De Vlugt and wandered to the Wittedrift
Valley where they started causing considerable damage to infrastructure in citrus orchards. Plans were
made together with SANParks to capture and relocate the elephants on the farm, but as soon as these
plans had been made, the elephants took off north again and started to cause havoc in vegetable lands on
a farm adjacent to the Kransbos Plantation. Plans were again put into place to capture and relocate the
elephants. They were captured and translocated to Shamwari Game Reserve in July 1999 where elephants
were already established (Landmark Foundation, 2015; T. Stehle, personal communication, 22 January
2018).

Sightings of the Knysna elephant had declined considerably. Between 1997 and 2000 no sightings were
recorded, and it was believed that the ‘Matriarch’ might have died (Landmark Foundation, 2015).
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2000-2009
In 2000, the ‘Matriarch’ (about 60 years old) was seen standing on the edge of the Harkerville forest
staring towards the sea by the late Lyall Watson. This was the last (known) occurrence of an elephant
crossing the National Road to Harkerville (Van der Vyver, 2014; Watson, 2002). The sighting by Watson
meant that the ‘Matriarch’ was not dead after all, but was elsewhere, in places where elephants had not
roamed for almost a quarter of a century. The ancient elephant pathways at Harkerville had beckoned
again and the ‘Matriarch’ had heard the call (Patterson, 2009).
On 7 September 2000, a forestry official took a photograph of an elephant near the Gouna portion of the
forests about 30 meters away. Dr Ian Whyte, an elephant specialist, confirmed the elephant in question to
be a young bull (about 20 years old), and it had one tusk on the left side (Landmark Foundation, 2015;
Patterson, 2009).
The appearance of the young bull meant that prior to the female Kruger elephants being removed the year
before, there had been a small but viable breeding nucleus of elephants all along. According the Gareth
Patterson (environmentalist, researcher and author), by declaring the ‘Matriarch’ the last Knysna
elephant, and then by removing the Kruger elephants from their adopted home, the authorities had
committed an ecological bungle (Patterson, 2009).
In 2001, Gareth Patterson began an independent study of the Knysna elephants. For the next seven years
he gathered data by covering thousands of kilometres on foot, following ancient elephant paths through
the dense Afromontane forest and the surrounding mountain fynbos. He found abundant signs to suggest
that, far from dying-out, the Knysna elephants are, quietly and secretly, holding their own (Patterson,
2009).
Dung samples were collected, measured and studied to determine the sex, age and diet of the elephants. It
was previously thought that the elephants were only confined to the forest, but this was clearly not true.
By studying the contents of the dung samples, one of the most noticeable plant items found in the dung
samples was the ‘spikelets’ of one particular restio species (part of the fynbos family) known as the
‘olifantsriet’, and this meant that the elephants ate fynbos which were not present in the forest but outside
the forest. Restios are very rich in phosphorus. As previously mentioned, the apparent lack of phosphorus
in the diet of the Knysna elephants was thought to be the ‘cause’ of the low reproduction rate. This was
proved to be untrue as they are eating the phosphorus-rich restios. Gareth frequently found evidence of
elephants utilising the mountain fynbos beyond the forest complex, as well as the plantations where
fynbos and forest pioneer tree species re-establish themselves. He found more evidence of the elephants
utilising mountain fynbos, plantations and forest edge than the forest itself (Patterson, 2009).
Gareth also studied footprints and dung of the elephants to determine their age. Through measurement of
hind footprints, as well as measurement of circumference of dung bolus, age of elephants can be
determined. There were lots of damage caused by a musth bull who destroyed SANParks pathway boards
and more (A bull elephant has a period of musth each year for a few months where it is very aggressive).
Evidence of calves was also found in the forest (Patterson, 2009).
In 2002, two officials from the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry recorded an elephant on video
in Maraisbos (Gouna Forest). Dr Ian Whyte confirmed that this is definitely footage of an adult female
(about 18 years old) with two tusks (News24, 2002; Patterson, 2009). The Department of Water Affairs
and Forestry officially stated in 2002 that there remained at least three Knysna elephants, and that there
might be more elephants living in the forest. However, it is difficult to prove since there has to be a
photograph of the animal before its existence can be verified and registered (News24, 2002).
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In 2005, the Scientific Services section of the Forestry Department reviewed the Knysna elephant
population status by analysing available information. As in 1994, the results, again, pointed towards a
scenario of a single surviving elephant. Still no verified reports of more than one elephant seen together
existed. Spatiotemporal structure of fresh elephant signs (spoor, dung and breakage) and physical
sightings, recorded from the 1980s, was still consistent with a scenario of a single surviving elephant.
Detailed comparison of available photographic material did not produce conclusive evidence for more
than one elephant. Forestry decided to continue with structured monitoring and pursue additional high
resolution photographic material (Landmark Foundation, 2015; T. Stehle, personal communication, 22
January 2018).
Gareth Patterson sent thirty-five dung samples to a conservation geneticist in the USA, Dr. Lori Eggert.
She extracted DNA from the samples in order to determine the number, relatedness and genetic diversity
of the elephants. Gareth received the results in 2007, and it revealed that: 1) there were at least five young
adult cow elephants in the forest and mountain fynbos 2) they are a young and healthy population 3) the
Knysna elephants and those of Addo are genetically one population 3) the females were all related, with
the results suggesting two of the females are a first order, or parent-offspring, relationship (therefore a
mother and daughter existed, with the other three females being half-siblings) and 4) the genetic diversity
of the five Knysna females was higher than in the Addo elephants. The fact that the research found only
five cows did not bother Gareth as it is known that bulls roam a bigger area than cows and often live in
more isolated areas (areas not used extensively by females and young), having a wider habitat tolerance
than the rest of an elephant population (Patterson, 2009).
On 15 May 2008, during the filming of 'The Search for the Knysna Elephants', an elephant bull was
filmed on video (Patterson, 2009).
On 26 November 2008, Hylton Herd, then SANParks’ Knysna Elephant Project Co-Ordinator, took a few
photos of a Knysna elephant (regarded as the best on file to date) – see Appendix ‘U’. The elephant was
identified as a cow most probably between the age of thirty-five and fifty years (South African National
Parks, 2008).
Hylton studied photographs taken in recent years and is convinced that there is only one elephant
remaining, despite the DNA study done by Gareth. He drew this conclusion by studying the ragged edge
at the exterior of the elephant’s ears and comparing the pattern to that on the other photographs (South
African National Parks, 2008). Hylton also said that it is difficult to believe Gareth’s findings considering
that SANParks monitor the forests daily, and that they always find evidence of only one elephant at a
time (CXPRESS, 2008).
A second DNA population study done by Gareth (2008-2009) revealed in 2009 that there was in fact a

sixth young adult cow present in the Knysna herd (G. Patterson, personal communication, 9 January,
2018).
According to Gareth's field evidence and DNA studies there were, in 2009, at least six young adult cows,
two bulls (one with a prominent left tusk with the right tusk broken off - aged 18-20 in 2000; and one
older bull with two tusks of equal length), the possibility of a third bull - aged 10-15 in 2008, and at least
two calves - aged 5-6 months in October 2002 and 1½ in November 2004 respectively (Patterson, 2009).

2011-2019
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On 5 May 2011, hikers from the Plett Panters Hiking Group saw two elephants (one big and one small)
feeding on the other side of a gorge. Six out of the eleven hikers saw two elephants, the rest only saw one
(R. Eidelman, personal communication, 3 January 2018).

Kerley et al. (2011) stated that the Knysna elephant population may represent a refugee species scenario.
Refugee species are defined as those that can no longer access optimal habitat, but are confined to
suboptimal habitats, with consequences of decreased fitness and density, and attendant conservation
risks. According to Kerley et al. (2011) the identification of refugee species, characterization of their prerefugee ecology, and the restoration of such species to optimal habitat, is critical to their successful
conservation. For the Knysna population, therefore, it would be important to firstly test the refugee
hypothesis, and secondly identify other habitats they frequented historically, but inaccessible to them
today. Moolman (2012) stated that this is currently being addressed through ecological studies conducted
by SANParks (Garden Route National Park: State of knowledge, 2014).
Between 2011 and 2014, SANParks’ scientists have moved away from relying on photographic
techniques for population status determination (due to potential disturbances to the elephants) and started
with non-invasive monitoring techniques. SANParks’ monitoring techniques involve gathering data on,
for example, 1) dung measurements to determine age structure of the group, and 2) dung samples for
reproductive and stress hormone testing to determine the reproductive functionality of the group as well
as assessing the level of stress hormones released when the elephants move through certain areas
(Moolman, 2012; L. Moolman, personal communication, 25 January 2018).
In 2014, the Landmark Foundation’s Leopard and Predator Project is undertaken across the Eastern and
Western Cape. One research site is the forest between George and Plettenberg bay. They placed camera
traps at approximately 3.5 km apart throughout this forest in order to estimate leopard density and to
establish biodiversity indices. They often get ‘by-catch’ of species which is important part of the data
collection. One particular species was of great interest, they photographed a Knysna elephant. From their
camera trap (set across 18 000ha of forest) data which ran for 18 months they appeared to capture the
same female elephant across the forest during the survey – see Appendix ‘V’ (Landmark Foundation,
2015).

On 1 September 2014, Howard Butcher, a local recording engineer and FGASA field guide, was charged
by a Knysna elephant. According to him, it was a healthy young adult cow. She had a shoulder height of
about 2.3m, by which means Butcher estimated her age at about twenty-five years. Due to the width of
her girth he estimated it highly likely that she is pregnant. She also had two even unbroken tusks about
600mm long (Piece of Eden, 2014).

On 9 March 2016, Mountain to Ocean (MTO) field workers captured video footage and photos of an
elephant, believed to be female (Traveller24, 2016).

Gareth Patterson suspects that in recent years the oldest Knysna bull might have died, and evidence
suggests that a younger bull has taken its place (G. Patterson, personal communication, 9 January, 2017).

Another rigorous camera trap survey, using 72 passive infrared-triggered cameras 24 hours a day from
July 2016 to October 2017 in the Knysna elephant range that spans 185 km² also confirms that only one
elephant remains. The resulting scientific article published in 2019 is titled ‘And Then There Was One’
(Moolman et al., 2019).
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Appendices (A-W)
A
Photos of the Major Pretorius hunt (Pretorius Massacre) in 1920
Source: The Knysna elephants and their forest home (Mackay, 1996)

The Major himself
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B

Knysna bull elephant photographed by F.W. Newdigate in 1940
Source: The Secret Elephants (Patterson, 2009)
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C
An oldish bull peering round a batch of gum trees accompanied by a cow photographed in 1962 by Alan
Roberts (Thesen and Co. general manager) in Thesen & Company’s Brackenhill plantation
Source: The Knysna elephants and their forest home (Mackay, 1996)
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D

Photos taken from the farm, Die Kop, by Johan Nel in 1968
“Three photos taken from my fathers’ farm, Die Kop, by Johan Nel (then principal of Harkerville
Laerskool) in 1968. The elephants were on the neighboring farm of Bamber” – Bennett van Rensburg
Source: Bennett van Rensburg
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28

E
One of the Knysna elephants photographed in 1968 by Graham Kepping
Source: The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)

29

F

Elephant photographed by Dave Reynell (6 December 1968) in Harkerville
“These photo’s were taken on what we used to call Graspad (on the maps it is named Welkompad), it is
the narrow, grassy track that leads off the Kranshoekpad (to the left, when one is heading south). I’d
spent months bouncing about in my old mini trying to get a good photo (or photo’s) of the elephants.
Then I finally got lucky one summer evening (the photo’s were taken at about 19:00). There was a
beautiful bull with this cow and I managed to “frame” several unbelievable shots, head on, as she walked
slowly towards me." – Dave Reynell
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31

G

Aftand crossing the N2 near the Garden of Eden in May 1969
“We (Dave Reynell and Nick Carter) got really close to Adam (Aftand) at the Garden of Eden one
morning in May 1969. Nick took two photos of the animal and I was behind him when he took both.
After taking the first photo (of Adam standing in the forest waiting to cross) he asked me to run up the
hill, away from the animal, to stop the traffic (not much in those days). This I did. Only one vehicle
appeared just after Adam had crossed.” – Dave Reynell
Source of photos: The Elephants of Knysna (N. Carter, 1971)
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33

H
Photo’s of Aftand

Aftand photographed by Prof Brian Bredenkamp on 8 December 1970 in Kruisfontein State Forest
“Early on the morning of 8th December, 1970, Hans "Polka" Nienaber called to say that an elephant had
been raiding the vegetable gardens at one of the housing areas on Kruisfontein State Forest. I grabbed my
camera and off we went, with Hans driving the white GG beetle. We didn't go far from the scene of the
crime before we heard the sound of an elephant browsing in the forest and I went as close as I dared, and
at the same time Aftand heard the sound of the car and came to take a look. I was far too close to comfort
when I shot this picture with a 135mm lens; the next frame is a blur because I was running. Away!” –
Prof B. Bredenkamp

34

Aftand photographed by Prof Bredenkamp in Brackenhill, June 1970
Source: Knysna Elephant Survey (Carter, 1970)

Photo taken of Aftand by John Duncan during May/June 1970 in Brackenhill
Source: Frik van Huyssteen
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Aftand photographed by Major Bruce Kinloch in 1968
Source: George Museum

Source: The Knysna elephants and their forest home (Mackay, 1983)
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Aftand in his favourite patch of forest one morning in May 1969
Source: Dave Reynell
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I

Male calf of approximately 6 months old killed by a falling tree in the Harkerville forest in 1968.

“My mother, Betty van der Harst, at Harkerville where my dad was forester (Piet van der Harst) and the
male baby elephant...” – Willemien de Wet
Source: Willemien de Wet
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Photo by Dr. D.F. Rousseau
Source: Jolanda Julyan
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J

Elephant Dossiers from the 1969-1970 survey conducted by Nick Carter
Source: Knysna Elephant Survey (Carter, 1970)
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K

Profile of Hairy Ears, animal number seven on Carter’s Elephant Dossiers – see Appendix ‘J’. The
broken tusk extends only as far as the trunk. The complete left tusk can be seen sticking out behind the
trunk.
Source: The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
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L

Map indicating the general boundary of the Knysna elephants in 1970
Source: Knysna Elephant Survey (Carter, 1970)

44

M

Photo taken 1st May 1969 by Nick Carter of two elephants digging at the turf between short bracken and
ericas in the middle of a firebreak near the cliff edge in Harkerville. The elephant to the left was the
biggest bull Nick encountered during his survey (Champion), and the elephant to the right was a pregnant
cow (Elderberry) which gave birth to the calf which died in 1968 and a calf in March 1970.
Source: Dave Reynell
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N
Elephants roaming in the forest near the Garden of Eden, taken by E.M. Williams in 1977. The younger
elephant is the calf born in March 1970, and the bull in the foreground is the largest bull (Champion)
Nick Carter saw during his survey. This was the last time elephants crossed the N2. Dave Reynell
provided a Google Maps image which indicates the exact position of these elephants (see next page).
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Sources:
-

The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
Dave Reynell and Val Stroud
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O

The skeleton of an old bull found by fern-harvesters in the winter of 1983
Source: Dave Reynell

48

P
The skeleton of the bull found in the winter of 1983. It is standing in the Forest Legends Museum at
Diepwalle.
Sources:
- http://www.wildcard.co.za/explore-knysnas-rooted-time-self-drive-route/
- http://littlewoodgarden.blogspot.co.za/2015/02/knysna-forest-tour-und-hisoric-tour.html
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Q

Photo of a mature cow seen by a group of hikers in 1987
Source: The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
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R

The skull and tusks of an old cow found dead in 1989 (the cow died in about 1986). They were mounted
in the office of the Diepwalle Forest Station, but have since been removed.
Source: The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
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S
The ‘Matriarch’ photographed by Johan Huisamen in 1994
Sources:
-

http://knysnawoodworkers.co.za/articles/knysna-elephants/ & Izak van der Merwe
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T
The imported Kruger elephants
Sources:
-

The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
Department of Forestry

The doors of the transporter are opened
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Fern, the youngest, leads the way into the boma

Aftande, the oldest, arrives last
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The elephants set off in line astern to explore the trees and bushes lining their boma

Two of the elephants exploring the outskirts of their piece of forest
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They line up for photographs

The elephants were affixed with new transmitters (collars), and after the administration of the antidote,
the animals were back on their feet within two minutes. Still a little unsteady!
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Elephants on a private farm (South-Kransbos) in 1996

57

Elephants taken to Shamwari – 1999
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U

Knysna elephant cow photographed by Hylton Herd in Nov/Dec 2008
Sources:
-

https://www.sanparks.org/parks/garden_route/news/2008/elephant_appears.php?PHPSESSID=iike34
5soktpmdfe1kop34a8q7
http://knysna.islandvibe.co.za/gallery/
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V

Knysna elephant photographed by one of the Landmark Foundation’s camera traps in 2014
Sources:
-

https://www.iol.co.za/news/knysna-elephants-captured-on-camera-1723447
https://www.landmarkfoundation.org.za/past-and-present-projects/the-knysna-elephant/
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W
Maps indicating where the Knysna elephants could be found in 1983 and 1996
1983
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1996

Sources:
-

The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1983)
The Knysna Elephants and Their Forest Home (Mackay, 1996)
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